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This paper is concerned with non-Hamiltonian planar graphs. It is shown that the class of 
3-connected cubic planar graphs whose faces are all pentagons or lo-gons contains non- 
Hamiltonian members and that the shortness coefficient of this class of graphs is less than unity. 
!+r several classes of 3-connected regular planar graphs, of valency 4 or 5, it is shown that the 
shortness exponent is less than unity. 
AlI graphs in this paper are simple (that is, without loops or muhiple edges). 
For any graph G, let u(G), h(G) and h*(G) denote the total number of vertices, 
the length of a maximum cycle and the number of vertices in a maAmum path 
(respectively). Since every cycle becomes a path when one edge is deleted, 
h(G) s h*(G) < u(G) and both equality signs hold if and only if G is Hamiltonian. 
Following B. Griinbaum and H. Walther [3] we define the shortness coeficient 
&8) and the sh.ortness exponent a(%) for a family 99 of graphs as follows. 
W) 
p(g) = lim inf - 
GE% u(G)’ 
a(+?) = lim inf 
log h(G) 
GE% log u(G) * 
The Farameters k*(s) and CT*(%), ich concern paths rather than cycles, are 
defined in a similar way but wit /t*(G) in place of h(G). Sometimes we 
abbreviate p(g) to p, etc. We on1 tain upper bounds, not exact values, for 
these parameters, exce 
pper bound that w r bound for p or o 
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exactly t types of face, namely n,-, n2-, . . . , n,-gons, will be denoted by 
Cqn,. n2,. . . I) n,) in general, although only t e cases t =f 2,2 Twill concern us. 
Apart from the sufhx, our notation agrees with that used in a recent paper by 
Joseph Zaks [lo]. 
In this paper, a subgraph is either t e graph induced by some given subset of 
the vertex set of a given graph or a special graph that we define for later use in the 
construction of larger graphs. A path or cycle in a graph will not be referred to as 
a subgraph. If W is a subgraph of G, then H an3 G- are subgraphs with 
complementary vertex sets and tie can obtain G from them by inserting some 
extra edges, each incident at one vertex in and one vertex in G-H, which join 
them together. 
As a first example, Fig. 1 shows a s.lbgraph of type A, also called an 
A-stibgmpF, (or simply A if no other copy of this subgraph is present). !t is the 
graph obtained by deleting one vertex from the graph of the dodecahedron. Tk 
three ‘dangling’ edges are not regar ed as part of A but are retained in the 
diagram to show how an A-subgraph is to be joined to the remainder of a graph 
in which it occurs. We represent subgraphs of various types by labelled circles as 
shown. Numbers round the circumference shiow how many vertices are contri- 
buted by the subgraph to each of the adjoining faces of a graph in which it occurs 
(compare [lo]). 
By an a-edge (compare [l]) we mean a ‘dangling’ edge of a subgraph such that, 
whenever the subgraph occu.rs in ‘3 graph, every path which spans the subgraph 
and does not have its end vertices in the subgraph must contain that edge. 
Given IWO vertices Ui and vi in a graph, any path from Zi to vi will be denoted 
by Pii. 
Our results are contained iin the following theorems, whose proofs are given in 
later sections. 
. There exist graphs G0 and Gz in the class G,(5, 10) such that 
(i) G, is non-Hamiltonian and has only 200 vertices, 
(ii) G$ has no Hamil!o,%an paths an:d has only 560 vertices. 
Non-Hamiltonian members of G3(5, k) are given by J. Zalrs for k = 8 [8], all 
k 2 11 [HI], k = 9 [ll] and by the present author fair k = -’ [6]. Thus Theorem 1 
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. There exist graphs HI and Elf in the class P&3) such that 
(i) WI is non-Hamiltonian and has only 39 vertkes, 
(ii) j has no Hamiltonian paths and has only 78 vertkes. 
More precisely, h 
The graphs HI a 
have 209 and 484 vertices (see [9, 
264-J. 
iven by Zaks, which 
ction noted in [5, p. 
. (i) o*(G,(3,6, p)) slog 4/lag 5 c 1, for p = 7,8 and IO, 
(ii) o*(G,(3,7,9)) s log 4/lag 5 < 1, 
(iii) o*(G.J3,4*, 8))~log 4/lag 5 < 1. 
5. a*(G5(3, p, 6)~log ll/log 19< 1, for p = 4 and p = 5. 
Jet 11 Denote the type of subgraph shown in Fg. 2 (compare D,, in [IO]). Note 
thie v(D) := 22 and that all the interior faces of a D-subgraph are pentagons. The 
numbers round the circumference of the labelled circle not only show how many 
vertices are contributed to adjoining faces but also fix the orientation of a 
D-subgraph within a graph. 
e Let G be a graph which contaim a D-subgraph. Let P be a path in G 
that spans D and has its end vertices in G-D. Let vl, v2, v3 and v4 be the zjertices of 
D at which the edpIes which join it to G-D are incident, labelled in cyclic order (see 
Fig. 2). Then P n D is either (i) of the form P,:, (or P2J or (ii) of the form & U 
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. This lemma follows almost at once from [2, Lemmas 2.1 and 2.21 and we 
omit the details. 
Now let E denote the type of subgraph shown in g. 3. kn E-subgraph 
contains two copies of iabelled D1 and in the diagram, and fifteen other 
vertices, so u(E) = 59. ery interior face 0 n E-subgraph is either a pentagon 
or a PO-gon provided that the orientations of I2 are as shown. 
* 7’he subgmph E hap an u-edge (namely the edge e, in Fig. 3). 
. Let G be a graph which contains an E-subgraph. L,et P be a path in G 
that spans E and has its end vertices in G-E. Suppose th (if possible) P does not 
contain the edge e,,. Hence P contains both e, and e2. Pn Q is of the form 
P,2 U P34 (where the suffixes refer to Fig. 2), then e3 and e4 are both lin P and so 
e,, e2, e, and e4, together with one of the components of P n D1, form a cycle in 
I? This is impossible because P is a path. Hence, by Lemma 1, P n Q must be of 
the form PI3 (or P24) and so (by symmetry) we may suppose that e3, e, are in P 
and eJ, es are not. 
Further reasoning of the same kind soon shows that no such path P is possible 
and then the lemma is proved. 
e. The a-edge of an E-subgraph is indicated by a dot on the circumference of 
the labelled circle, as in Fig. 3. 
We now consider the graph Go shown in Fig. 4. Note that u(G,) = 
3u(E) + u(A) + 4 = 200. Every face of Go is either a pentagon or a IO-gon and Go 
is 3-connected: 3-regular and planar. Because the three a-edges associated with 
the three E-subgraphs of G,, are concurrent and no cycle in a graph can contain 
three concurrent edges, G, is non-Hamiltonian. This completes the proof of 
Theorem l(i). 
We now consider subgraphs of type F = Go- A as shown in Fig. 4 and we note 
that u(F) = 181. 
ig. 3. Subgroup of t 
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Fig. 4. The graph Go. 
6 
F 
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4 
. Let G be a graph which contains an F-subgraph. Let P be u path in G 
whose end vertices ave in G-F. en P does not span F. 
There is a cycle C in 6, which intersects A and is such chat C I’! F = P n F. 
Thus Theorem l(i) implies the lemma. 
In The graph of the dodecahedron let 3 vertices be chosen such that the 9 
incident faces are distinct and let these vertices be replaced by copies of F. The 
new graph will be called 62. The 9 faces are now lo-gons so Gt, which is clearly 
3-connected, 3-regular and planar, is in the class G,(5, 10). Moreover, u(Gg) = 
20 +3@(F) - 1) = 560. Let P be any path in Go. * At least one of the three copies 
of F in Gg does not contain either end vertex of P and by Lemma 3 this 
F-subgraph is not spanned by P. Hence G$ has no Hamiltonian paths. This 
completes the proof of Theorem I( ii). 
Within one F-subgraph there are 6 D-subgraphs and in each of them we can 
choose 3 vertices such that the 9 incident faces are distinct pentagons. Suitable 
vertices are marked u in Fig. 2. Let Go be as before and, for n Z= 0, let G,,+l be 
the graph obtained from 6, when all the chosen vertices u of all copies of D in 
G,, are simultaneously replaced by copies of F. All the pentagons of G,, adjacent 
to vertices v become lo-gons of Gn+l and many pentagons and lo-gons are 
introduced within new F-sulbgraphs, but no other types of face appear. ence 
G,, E G&5, lo), since G, is obviously 3-connected, 3-regu!ar and planar. 
As there are 18 chosen vertices u in F and one copy of F in Go, kere are 18” 
copies of F in G,. Hence V( G,,+, )+ 18” l ZS( 181- 1) which, !;iJMX U( C,) = 
200, leads to u (G,) = 200 i- ( 18” 
Hf P is any path in G,I then every copy of F In G,, excep 
contain end vertices of P, has a vertex that is not in 
u( G,) - 18” + 2 and it follows that 
et L ote t 
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Fig. 5. Subgraph of type L. 
It is the graph of the octahedron minus one vertex and it occurs in all graphs 
considered in this section. Let ;il be the graph, shown in Fig. 6. It is obtained 
from the well-known Herschel non-Hamiltonian graph by replacing 6 vertices by 
copies of L and 2 vertices by copies of V, where V clenotes a subgraph with three 
vertices in the form of a triangle. The 3 vertices of the Herschel graph which 
remain unaltered will be called v-vertices. By inspection, v(H,) = 39 and Wi is in 
the class G,(3,6,7), which is a subclass of P,(3). 
consider a cycle C in H1. Because the Herschel graph is bipartite, successive 
s&paths in C that lie in different copies of L are separated either by a u-vertex 
or by at least two vertices of a V-subgraph. As there are only 5 u-vertices and 
V-subgraphs, C meets at most 5 of the 6 copies of L in H1 and so v(C)< 34. On 
the other hand it is easy to find a cycle of length 34 in *Lf,. It follows that 
Wl,) 134 and Theorem 3(i) is proved. 
‘To prove Theorem 3(ii) we require the graph EL? shown in Fig. 7. It contains 111 
L-sub;yaphs, 6 u-vertices and 4 V-subgraphs, s#o @IF) = 78. By inspection, II? 
is in the class G,(3,7,9), which is a subclass of PJ3). There are 10 u-vertices and 
?‘-subgraphs in IIT, so the argument used before shows that a cycle C (or a path 
P) intersect at most 10 (or 11, respectively) of the L-subgraphc. Hence u(C) s 65 
and u(B)~73. On the other hand, it is easy to find a cycle of length 68 and a path 
of length 73. It follows that h(HF)=68 and h*(Ny)=73, so the proof of 
Theorem 3 is complete. 
To prove Theorem 4(i), we consider the case ,p = 7 first and define M = 
where v1 is the ‘middle’ vertex of any chosen L-subgraph in I&. Thus M can bf: 
drawn as shown in Fig. 8 and M contains 5 copies of L. For n 3 1 let I-&,+1 be the 
graph obtained from II,, when all its L-subgraphs are replaced by M-subgraphs. 
It is easy to prove by induction that ,Hn E G.,(3,6,7) for a!1 n 3 1. There are 
Fig. 6. e graph I-!, 
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Fig. 7. The graph HT. 
5”-’ l 6 copies of L in H,,, so 
V(H*+r) = u(HI,) + Y’ l 6(v(M) -v(L)). 
The solution is of the form u(F&,) = 5”~ + b, where a and b are constants and 
a > 0. 
Let G be a graph which contains m M-subgraph. Le:” P be a path in G 
whose end vertices lie in G-M and such that Pn M is a single path. Then P 
intersects at most 4 of the copies of L in M. 
There is a cycle C in HI which contains the vertex q = WI -M and is such 
nM= P nM. By the proof of Theorem 3(i), C intersects at most 5 of the 
copies of L in Hr. One of these is not in M because it contains u1 which is not a 
vertex of M. 
Consider a maximum path P in H,. Each L-subgraph of I-L1 is joined directly to 
only three vertices of If, -L (see Fig. 
joined directly to only three vertices of 
does not contain &her end vertex of P, interse 
Lemma 4, 
Fig. 8. Subgrraph of type 
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where a, is the number of copies of intersected by e solution is of 
the ?xm a, < 4”~ + d, where c and d are constants and c > 0. P he inequality 
now shows that h*(H,,) = 4”0( 1) and this, together with the value obtained fcr 
u(H,), shows that 
v*( G,(3,6,7)) s log ‘I/log 5 
as required. Thus Theorem 4(i) holds for p = 7. To prove it for p = 8, IO the only 
change necessary is to use a different graph as starting point. Instead of WI we use 
the graph obtained from HI by replacing its two V-subgraphs by W-subgraphs 
(for p = 8) or X-subgraphs (for p = lo), where W and X are as shown in Fig. 9. 
To prove Theorem 4(ii) we use the same method again but start with HT. 
‘I .3 prove Theorem 4(iii) we replace the six vertices of HI marked M in Fig. 6 by 
copies of E. This converts all 6-gons and 7-gons of I& into 8-gons and twelve 
triangles in the original L-subgraphs into 4-gons. In addition, many new triangu- 
lar faces are introduced. The new graph El’, is in the class G,(3,4,8) and, like I&, 
contains 6 copies of L. We complete the proof as before by means of a sequence 
of graphs that starts with IS!;. Because each new copy of E in H-I’, was introduced 
into a different L-subgraph of I-&, the use of Lemma 4 can still be justified. 
The corollary is immediate, since G,(3,6,7) c P,(3). 
Fig. 9. Subgraphs of types W and X. 
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Fig. 10. Subgraph of type CA 
vertex of the dodecahedron are incident with one another. The graph Jo is 
3-connected and planar but not regul since it has 12 f-vertices of degree 5 and 
20 v-vertices of degree 3. All the faces of Jo are 4-gons. 
We replace every v-vertex of Jo by a copy of the 5-regular subgraph Q shown 
in Fig. 10 and call the resulting graph J1. It is 3-connected, 5-regular and planar. 
Since the 4-gons of Jo have become 6-gons in J1 and since the interior faces of Q 
are triangles and 4-gons only, J1 is in the class G5(3, 4,6). We deffine a subgraph 
R by deleting one whole Q-subgraph from J1 and adding six vertices and various 
edges as shown in Fig. 11. Note that R contains 19 copies of Q and that R, like 
Q, supplies two vertices to each adjoining face. For n 2 1, let Jn+* be the graph 
obtained from Jn when all copies of (Q are replaced simultaneously by copies of 
R. It is easy to show that J,, E G5(3, 4,6) for all n 2 1 and that v(J,) = 19”a + b, 
where a, b are constants and a > 0. 
5. (i) A cycle in J1 intersects at most 12 of its Q-subgyaphs. 
(ii) Let G be CL graph which contain:; an R-subgraph. Let P be a path in G whose 
end vertices are in G-R. Then P intersects at most 11 of the Q-subgraphs of R. 
. (i) Since Jo is bipartite, f- and v-vertices occur alternately in any cycIe and 
hence at most 12 v-vertices are contained in the cycle. The result follows now 
from the fact that a cycle in J1 becomes a cycle in Jo if all the Q-subgraphs are 
contracted to vertices. 
(ii) Since the end vertices of - Q, there exists a cycle 
such that C n (-I, - Q) = P n (J1 - 0). is cycle does not lie entirely in J, 
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Fig. 12. Subgraph of type Q’. 
is, it intersects the Q subgraph of JI which is deleted to form Jr - Q. Hence, by 
(j), C intersects at mojt 11 of the Q-subgraphs in J1 - Q and the result follows. 
With the aid of Lemma 5 we can now show that h*(J,,) = I YO( 1) (compare 
Theorem 4(i)) and hence that 
a”(&(3,4,6)) slog 1 l/log 19 < 1. 
This complet es the proof of Theorem 5 in the case p = 4. The case p = 5 is similar 
provided that we USC the subgraph Q’, shown 
corollary is immediate:, since G,(3,4,6) c P,(3). 
6. 
in Fig. 12, in place of Q. The 
Theorem 4 can be adapted to cover several other si.milar classes of graphs. 
4 .‘ * referee has pointed out that the corollary to Theorem 4, although an 
kqrovement on previou!;ly published results, is not best possible since a@‘,(2)) -C 
I. This corresponds to the result, stated in 171, that o&(2)1) < 1. 
Two problems that apjpear to be still open are 
(i) whether a(P5(2)) <: 1, 
(ii) whet-her G&6) has any non-Hamiltonian members. 
Finally. thanks are due to Joseph Zaks, for dais paper [IO] which initiated the 
present j;dork and for informanion about his kiter unpublished results. 
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